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Abstract—This paper presents a new framework for a privacy
oriented M2M cooperative system. The proposed framework can
realize privacy preservations, short delay cooperation, large scal-
ability by employing an end-to-end communication mechanism.
Additionally, it also supports distributed cooperative operations
among M2M devices in different vendors. Therefore, users can
employ various kinds of M2M devices produced by different
vendors and can create own procedures for cooperative oper-
ations among M2M devices flexibly. The proposed framework
employs Network Traversal with Mobility (NTMobile) that is the
IP mobility and accessibility network protocol to realize end-to-
end communication between M2M devices. NTMobile provides
a seamless overlay network where each M2M device can be
recognized by a unique Fully Qualified Domain Name(FQDN).
Additionally, it also supports distributed operation between
separate domain founded on the DNS mechanism. The prototype
implementation demonstrates that the proposed platform can
provide cooperative services between M2M device with end-to-
end communication based on NTMobile.

Index Terms—M2M, IoT, cooperative operations, framework,
end-to-end communication

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) systems have been attracting
attention as one of the solutions for various issues in envi-
ronmental problems, energy usages and aging societies in the
21th century [1], [2]. Recently some specific protocols for
M2M have been proposed [3], [4], [5]. Conventional M2M
systems employ a client-server mechanism even if they assume
M2M communication [6], [7], [8]. Therefore, all cooperation
services among M2M devices are performed through severs
because each M2M device may be difficult to communicate
with each other directly due to NAT traversal problems or
difference of IP protocol versions. As a result, cooperative
operation through the server systems causes large latency due
to propagation delay and processing delay. In other words,
a client-server mechanism for M2M systems has a poor
scalability because the number of M2M devices will be huge
in the near future. Additionally, M2M devices generally sense
extremely private information such as an entrance door status,
an existence in a room, health information etc. These private
information should be transferred directly to curb the flow
of information from systems even if some devices should
cooperate for some purposes.

This paper presents a new framework for a privacy ori-
ented M2M cooperative system. The proposed framework can
realize privacy preservations, short delay cooperation, and

large scalability by employing an end-to-end communication
mechanism. Additionally, it also supports distributed cooper-
ative operations among M2M devices. Therefore, users can
employ various kinds of M2M devices produced by differ-
ent vendors and can create own procedures for cooperative
operations flexibly. IP mobility protocols are useful technolo-
gies to realize end-to-end communication. On the contrary,
a few implementations have been developed to support a
NAT traversal and interconnectivity between IPv4 and IPv6
networks [9], [10]. The proposed framework employs Network
Traversal with Mobility (NTMobile) that is the authors’s
original IP mobility and accessibility network protocol to
realize end-to-end communication between M2M devices [11],
[12]. NTMobile provides a seamless overlay network where
each M2M device can be recognized by a unique Fully
Qualified Domain Name(FQDN). Additionally, it also supports
distributed operation between separate domain based on the
DNS mechanism. The prototype implementation shows that
the proposed platform can realize privacy oriented cooperative
services between M2M devices based on NTMobile.

II. OVERVIEW OF NTMOBILE

Fig. 1 shows the overview of NTMobile network. NTMobile
is a new IP mobility and accessibility network protocol for
IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The system of NTMobile consists
of Account server (AS), Direction Coordinators (DCs), Re-
lay servers (RSs) and NTMobile end-nodes. The NTMobile
network assigns a virtual IP address pool to each DC, and
each DC assigns a virtual IP address in the pool to its
NTMobile end-node. Therefore, each NTMobile end-node
can be uniquely identified by the virtual IP address in the
NTMobile network. Applications use it as a communication
IP address because it is also allocated to a virtual interface.
Therefore, applications can continue communication by using
the virtual IP address even when a real IP address is changed.
IP datagrams including the virtual IP address from applications
are encapsulated by NTMobile functions, and are exchanged
through the UDP tunnel. There are two types of communica-
tion paths. One is a direct tunnel path between NTMobile end-
nodes, which is typically used in principle. Another is a relay
tunnel path via RS when NTMobile end-nodes cannot commu-
nicate directly due to NAT traversal problems and difference
of IP protocol versions. Fig. 2 shows the tunnel construction
process in the NTMobile. Additionally, NTMobile end-nodes



Fig. 1. Overview of NTMobile

Fig. 2. Tunnel construction in the NTMobile

use the optimum communication path by a route optimization
mechanism in NTMobile. Therefore, communication delay can
be reduced in typical private networks with NAT routers.

A. Direction Coordinator

Direction Coordinators manage the information of each
NTMboile end-nodes and direct a tunnel construction process
to them. The NTMobile network assigns a virtual IP address
pool to each DC, and each DC assigns a virtual IP address in
the pool to its NTMobile end-node. Therefore, each NTMobile
end-nodes can be uniquely identified by the virtual IP address
in the NTMobile network. Additionally, DC has recorded

NTMobile end-node’s Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN),
a real IP address, a virtual IP address and a real IP address
and a port number of an out side interface of a NAT in its own
database. DC has a function of Domain Name System (DNS)
to manage its domain, and to find each DC by using the DNS
mechanism. Hence, DC can be decentrally-organized in the
NTMobile network due to the use of the mechanism in the
DNS. DC is assumed to be installed in a dual-stack network
because DC should be responsible for the connectivity from
IPv4 and IPv6 networks for NTMobile end-nodes.

B. Relay Server
Relay servers are used for a relay operation of a tunnel

between NTMobile end-nodes when communication cannot
be performed directly between them due to a NAT traversal
and a lack of compatibility between IPv4 and IPv6 networks.
Some RSs can be managed by their DC. Therefore, DC can
assign an appropriate RS based on a CPU load and network
traffics, and directs a tunnel construction process. RSs are also
installed in a dual stack network because RS may also perform
relay between IPv4 and IPv6.

C. NTMobile end-node
A NTMobile end-node has a virtual interface for appli-

cations. A virtual IP is assigned from DC to the virtual
interface. Therefore, applications communicate by using the
virtual IP address continuously. Additionally, the IP datagrams
with virtual IP addresses are concealing the change of a real IP
address by UDP capsulation. The NTMobile end-node should
register a new real IP address to its DC for IP mobility and
accessibility functions when the real IP address changes.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. System model
Fig. 3 shows the overview of the proposed system. The

proposed system defines a cooperative operation procedure as
a recipe. Users can describe any recipes including procedures
in a local device and procedures among some devices. The
proposed system comprises of recipe servers, M2M device
management servers and M2M devices in addition to the server
group of existing NTMobile servers. The M2M device man-
agement servers authenticate own M2M devices and configure



Fig. 3. Overview of proposed system

Fig. 4. Implementation design

them. The recipe servers obtain information about the M2M
devices and provide functions for recipes to the users. The
users can manage their own recipes on the recipe servers.
The recipe servers also configure the M2M devices according
to the recipes. Fig. 4 shows the implementation design of
the proposed system. We believe that we can implement a
proposed system by designing it in this way.

• Recipe server
The function of Recipe server is to manage recipes,
M2M devices and user accounts. Recipe server has the
function of NTMobile, and it is assumed to be installed
in a dual-stack networks because M2M devices may use
IPv4 and IPv6 protocols. In addition, the recipe server
obtains information about M2M devices from their M2M
management servers to support various vendors’ devices.
Then, it also binds the registered M2M devices to own
system.

• M2M device management server
M2M device vendors manage their own M2M device
management servers. The M2M device management
server manages the functional information of each M2M

device. It also authenticate its M2M device by an authen-
tication scheme such as a digital certificate.

• M2M device
A M2M device implements the function of NTMobile and
applications on the proposed framework. Applications
that use the proposed framework realize the cooperative
operations by the acquired information from external sen-
sors, the control of external devices and communication
with the recipe server and other M2M devices.

A cooperative operation between M2M devices in the
proposed framework performs by end-to-end communication.
NTMobile provides the end-to-end communication function to
the proposed framework. A recipe is performed between M2M
devices according to the following trigger and action by using
NTMobile end-to-end communication.

• Trigger
Users define some conditions to trigger a cooperative
operation according to information of external sensors
connected to M2M devices and services according to a
recipe. A users’ recipe manages these conditions as a
trigger.

• Action
Users define some operational actions associated with
the trigger. The actions include operations of peripheral
equipments or notification to another services.

B. Provisioning Process

The following procedure in Fig. 5 shows the provisioning
process of the M2M device to bind to user’s recipe servers.

1) M2M device venders provide unique information to their
M2M devices as an identifier.

2) A user obtains the identifier of the M2M device and
registers it to the user’s recipe server to bind to the M2M
device. The recipe server accesses the M2M device



Fig. 5. Provisioning process

Fig. 6. Registration process of recipes

management server of the M2M device based on the
identification information.

3) The M2M device management server completes the
registration process for the M2M device and replies the
API lists of the M2M device to the recipe server.

4) The recipe server notifies the completion of the M2M
device registration to the user.

5) The user switches on the M2M device after the M2M
device registration. The M2M device accesses to its
own M2M device management server and obtains the
provisioning information.

Fig. 7. Cooperative operation process of recipes

C. Recipes registration process
Fig. 6 shows the recipe registration process for the coop-

erative operation between the M2M device A and B in the
proposed framework. Additionally, we explain each procedure
in the following.

1) The user can define a recipe that binds APIs of the M2M
devices A and B on the application.

2) In this example, we assume that M2M device A causes
an action on M2M device B. Therefore, the cooperation
operation between M2M devices A and B is required.
Thus, the recipe server transfers the defined recipe to
each device.

3) The recipe server starts the tunnel construction process
using a function of NTMobile for M2M devices A and
B because it may not access to each device due to NAT
traversal.

4) The recipe server sends the recipe to M2M devices A
and B after the confirmation of the tunnel construction.

5) The M2M devices A and B receive the recipe and
confirm the operation between the devices to verify the
recipe. In this case, M2M devices also start the tunnel
construction by using the function of NTMobile before
the operation verification.

6) Both devices report the verification result to the recipe
server.

7) The recipe server notifies that the recipe has been
successfully registered in the application on the M2M
devices.

D. Cooperative operation of recipes
Fig. 7 shows the process for realizing cooperative opera-

tion based on the recipe by using the proposed framework.
Additionally, we explain each procedure in the following.

1) M2M device A, which is a trigger device, builds a tunnel
to M2M device B to notify the trigger.



Fig. 8. Experimentation environment

TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF DC, RS AND M2M DEVICES

DC, RS M2M devices
OS Linux Linux
Distribution CentOS 6.6 Ubuntu 12.04
Kernel version 2.6 3.2
CPU AMD Opteron 4180 Intel Core i7
Clock 2.6 GHz 1.8 GHz
Memory 512 MB 1 GB

2) The proposed framework on the M2M devices A and B
exchange information after the tunnel building between
M2M devices was completed. Thus, M2M device B
identifies the actions based on the trigger.

3) M2M device B realizes the device cooperation by doing
the predefined action based on the recipe. Then, M2M
device B notifies that the action has been completed on
the M2M device A.

IV. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Experimentation environment
We have measured the signaling time of the proposed

cooperative operation mechanism with two virtual machines
as the M2M devices. The virtual machines implement the
NTMobile and the application of the cooperative operation
mechanism. Fig. 8 and Tab. I show the evaluation environment
and specification of each equipment respectively. Additionally,
in order to clarify the characteristic of the measurement
environment, Round-Trip time (RTT) between each equipment
was measured. Tab. II shows the measured RTT.

B. Experiment result and Considerration
Tab. III shows the cooperative operation time. From the

results, we could find that the communication delay was more
dominant than the processing delay. Although the experimental
network has short delay, practical wired networks typically are
under a substantial delay. Therefore, the processing time of the
proposed mechanisms is not a big overhead comparing to the
communication delay in networks.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed the new framework for a privacy
oriented M2M cooperative system. The propose framework

TABLE II
RTT OF END-TO-END

RTT [ms]
pair min avg max
M2M device A - DC 10.05 10.97 13.274
M2M device A - RS 9.67 10.70 12.20
M2M device B - DC 9.08 9.87 11.34
M2M device B - RS 9.48 10.08 11.35
DC - RS 0.23 0.28 0.34

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Signaling time [ms]
process min avg max
Name resolution and Tunnel construction 69.42 79.79 95.91
Cooperative operation 19.71 20.71 22.00

realizes a cooperative operation between M2M devices with
end-to-end communication by NTMobile that is a secure IP
mobility and accessibility network protocol for IPv4 and IPv6
networks. Additionally, it also supports various kinds of M2M
devices manufactured by different vendors and flexible coop-
erative operations between different vendors’ M2M devices.
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